Abstract : This paper proposes a fashion design and coordinate generation system that takes account of impression of clothing and user's KANSEI. Fashion coordinate consists of a shirt form, an outerwear form, and their color schemes. This system is composed of three main parts: An impression estimation part, a shirts and outerwear design and coordinate part, and a modification part based on user's evaluation. In the impression estimation part, impression of an inputted adjective, i.e., an impression value, is estimated using impressions spaces of clothes shape and color schemes. Based on the results of the impression estimation part, the parameter values of shirts and outerwear, and the color scheme are determined, and the initial candidates of fashion design and coordinate are presented to a user. In the modification part, based on user's evaluation of presented design and coordinate, the target impression value is updated on impressions spaces and parameter values of modified fashion design and coordinate are calculated. The modification procedures are repeated until a use is satisfied with presented fashion design and coordinate. Experiments are performed in order to confirm the usefulness of the proposed system.
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